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Abstract
In this work, we address the challenging video scene
parsing problem by developing effective representation
learning methods given limited parsing annotations. In par-
ticular, we contribute two novel methods that constitute a
unified parsing framework. (1) Predictive feature learning
from nearly unlimited unlabeled video data. Different from
existing methods learning features from single frame pars-
ing, we learn spatiotemporal discriminative features by en-
forcing a parsing network to predict future frames and their
parsing maps (if available) given only historical frames.
In this way, the network can effectively learn to capture
video dynamics and temporal context, which are critical
clues for video scene parsing, without requiring extra man-
ual annotations. (2) Prediction steering parsing architec-
ture that effectively adapts the learned spatiotemporal fea-
tures to scene parsing tasks and provides strong guidance
for any off-the-shelf parsing model to achieve better video
scene parsing performance. Extensive experiments over two
challenging datasets, Cityscapes and Camvid, have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our methods by showing signifi-
cant improvement over well-established baselines.
1. Introduction
Video scene parsing (VSP) aims to predict per-pixel se-
mantic labels for every frame in scene videos recorded in
unconstrained environments. It has drawn increasing atten-
tion as it benefits many important applications like drones
navigation, autonomous driving and virtual reality.
In recent years, remarkable success has been made by
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models in im-
age parsing tasks [3, 5, 21, 28, 29, 34, 43, 44]. Some of
those CNN models are thus proposed to be used for pars-
ing scene videos frame by frame. However, as illustrated
in Figure 1, naively applying those methods suffers from
noisy and inconsistent labeling results across frames, since
the important temporal context cues are ignored. For ex-
ample, in the second row of Figure 1, the top-left region of
class building in the frame T+4 is incorrectly classified as
car, which is temporally inconsistent with the parsing result
of its preceding frames. Besides, for current data-hungry
CNN models, finely annotated video data are rather lim-
ited as collecting pixel-level annotation for long videos is
very labor-intensive. Even in the very recent scene parsing
dataset Cityscapes [4], there are only 2,975 finely annotated
training samples vs. overall 180K video frames. Deep CNN
models are prone to over-fitting the small training data and
thus generalize badly in real applications.
To tackle these two problems, we propose a novel
Parsing with prEdictive feAtuRe Learning (PEARL) ap-
proach which is both annotation-efficient and effective for
VSP. By enforcing them to predict future frames based on
historical ones, our approach guides CNNs to learn pow-
erful spatiotemporal features that implicitly capture video
dynamics as well as high-level context like structures and
motions of objects. Attractively, such a learning pro-
cess is nearly annotation-free as it can be performed us-
ing any unlabeled videos. After this, our approach further
adaptively integrates the obtained temporal-aware CNN to
steer any image scene paring models to learn more spatial-
temporally discriminative frame representations and thus
enhance video scene parsing performance substantially.
Concretely, there are two novel components in our pro-
posed approach: predictive feature learning and prediction
steering parsing. As shown in Figure 1, given frames T
to T+3, predictive feature learning aims to learn discrimi-
native spatiotemporal features by enforcing a CNN model
to predict the future frame T+4 as well as the parsing map
of T+4 if available. Such predictive learning enables the
CNN model to learn features capturing the cross-frame ob-
ject structures, motions and other temporal cues, and pro-
vide better video parsing results, as demonstrated in the
third row of Figure 1. To further adapt the obtained CNN
along with its learned features to the parsing task, our ap-
proach introduces a prediction steering parsing architecture.
Within this architecture, the temporal-aware CNN (trained
by frame prediction) is utilized to guide an image-parsing
CNN model to parse the current frame by providing tem-
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Figure 1: Illustration on core ideas of predictive feature learning for video scene parsing. Top: a five-frame sequence from
the Cityscapes video dataset. Second row: frame parsing produced by the conventional VGG16 model [3]. Since it is unable
to model temporal context, severe noise and inconsistency across frames can be observed within the red boxes. Third row:
results from predictive feature learning and parsing. The regions showing inconsistency in the second row are classified
consistently across frames by predictive feature learning. Besides, the motion trajectories of cars are correctly captured
(see yellow boxes). Bottom: parsing maps produced by PEARL with better accuracy and temporal consistency. PEARL
combines the advantages of traditional image parsing model (the second row) and predictive parsing model (the third row).
Best viewed in color and zoomed pdf.
poral cues implicitly. The two parsing networks are jointly
trained end-to-end and provide parsing results with strong
cross-frame consistency and richer local details (as shown
in the bottom row of Figure 1).
We conduct extensive experiments over two challenging
datasets and compare our approach with strong baselines,
i.e., state-of-the-art VGG16 [33] and Res101 [10] based
parsing models. Our approach achieves the best results on
both datasets. In the comparative study, we demonstrate its
superiority to other methods that model temporal context,
e.g., using optical flow [27].
To summarize, we make the following contributions to
video scene parsing:
• A novel predictive feature learning method is proposed
to learn the spatiotemporal features and high-level con-
text from a large amount of unlabeled video data.
• An effective prediction steering parsing architecture is
presented which utilizes the temporal consistent fea-
tures to produce temporally smooth and structure pre-
serving parsing maps.
• Our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on
two challenging datasets, i.e., Cityscapes and Camvid.
2. Related Work
Recent image scene parsing progress is mostly stimu-
lated by various new CNN architectures, including the fully
convolutional architecture (FCN) with multi-scale or larger
receptive fields [5, 21, 34] and the combination of CNN
with graphical models [3, 28, 43, 44, 29]. There are also
some recurrent neural networks based models [12, 17, 26,
32, 39]. However, without incorporating the temporal in-
formation when directly applying them to every frame of
videos, the parsing results commonly lack cross-frame con-
sistency and the quality is not good.
To utilize temporal consistency across frames, the mo-
tion and structure features in 3D data are employed by [6,
35, 42]. In addition, [9, 14, 16, 23] use CRF to model spa-
tiotemporal context. However, those methods suffer from
high computation cost as they need to perform expensive in-
ference of CRF. Some other methods employ optical flow to
capture the temporal consistency explored in [11, 30]. Dif-
ferent from above works that heavily depend on labeled data
for supervised learning, our proposed approach takes ad-
vantage of both the labeled and unlabeled video sequences
to learn richer temporal context information.
Generative adversarial networks were firstly introduced
in [8] to generate natural images from random noises, and
have been widely used in many fields including image syn-
thesis [8], frame prediction [22, 24] and semantic inpaint-
ing [25]. Our approach also uses adversarial loss to learn
more robust spatiotemporal features in frame predictions.
Our approach is more related to [22, 24] by using adver-
sarial training for frame prediction. However, different
from [22, 24], PEARL tackles the VSP problem by utilizing
spatiotemporal features learned in frame prediction.
3. Predictive Feature Learning for VSP
3.1. Motivation and Notations
The proposed approach is motivated by two challeng-
ing problems of video scene parsing: first, how to lever-
age the temporal context information to enforce cross-frame
smoothness and produce structure preserving parsing re-
sults; second, how to build effective parsing models even
in presence of insufficient training data.
Our approach solves these two problems through a
novel predictive feature learning strategy. We consider the
partially-labeled video collection used for predictive feature
learning, denoted as {X ,Y}, where X = {X1, . . . , XN}
denotes the raw video frames and Y = {Yr1 , . . . , YrM }
denotes the provided dense annotations for a subset of X .
Here M  N as collecting large-scale annotation is not
easy. Yrj (p, q) ∈ {1, · · · , C} denotes the ground truth cat-
egory at location (p, q) in which C is the number of se-
mantic categories. Correspondingly, let Xˆ = {Xˆi, i =
1, · · · , N} and Yˆ = {Yˆi, i = 1, · · · , N} denote predicted
frames and predicted parsing maps, respectively. We use
P si = {Xi−k}sk=1 to denote the s preceding frames ahead
ofXi. For the first several frames in a video, we define their
preceding set as Xi−k = X1 if i ≤ k.
Video scene parsing can be formulated as seeking a pars-
ing function F that maps any frame sequence to the parsing
map of the most recent frame:
Yˆi = F(Xi, P si ). (1)
The above definition reveals the difference between static
scene image parsing and video scene parsing — the video
scene parsing model F has access to historical/temporal
information for parsing the current target. We also want
to highlight an important difference between our problem
setting and some existing works [9, 23]: instead of us-
ing the whole video (including both past and future frames
w.r.t. Xi) to parse the frame Xi, we aim to perform parsing
based on causal inference (or online inference) where only
past frames are observable. This setting aligns better with
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Figure 2: (a) The framework of predictive feature learn-
ing. The terms EN and DN represent encoder/decoder net-
work respectively. First, FPNet (highlighted in red) learns
to predict frame t given only frames t-4 to t-1 via its gener-
ator G and discriminator D. Second, PPNet (highlighted in
blue) performs predictive parsing on frame t without see-
ing it, based on its ENPPNet which is initialized by ENFPNet
and connected to DNPPNet. (b) The architecture of predic-
tion steering parsing network (PSPNet). Given a single in-
put frame t, the image parsing network (IPNet) (highlighted
in green) parses it by integrating the learned features from
ENPPNet plus a shallow AdapNet. PPNet and IPNet are
jointly trained. (c) An important variant of PEARL to ver-
ify effectiveness of features learned by predictive feature
learning. Only the ENFPNet or ENPPNet is concatenated with
ENIPNet through AdapNet. The weights of ENFPNet/ENPPNet
are fixed during training. Best viewed in color.
real-time applications like autonomous driving where future
frames cannot be seen in advance.
3.2. Predictive Feature Learning
Predictive feature learning aims to learn spatiotempo-
ral features capturing high-level context like object mo-
tions and structures from two consecutive predictive learn-
ing tasks, i.e., the frame prediction and the predictive pars-
ing. Figure 2 gives an overview. In the first task, we train an
FPNet for future frame prediction given several past frames
by a new generative adversarial learning framework devel-
oped upon GANs [8, 24]. Utilizing a large amount of un-
labeled video sequence data, the FPNet is capable of learn-
ing rich spatiotemporal features to model the variability of
content and dynamics of videos. Then we further augment
FPNet through Predictive Parsing, i.e. predicting parsing re-
sults of the future frame given previous frames. This adapts
FPNet to another model (called PPNet) suitable for parsing.
Frame Prediction The architecture of FPNet is illus-
trated in Figure 2a. It consists of two components, i.e.,
the generator (denoted as G) which generates future frame
Xˆi = G(P
s
i ) based on its preceding frames P
s
i , and the
discriminator (denoted as D) which plays against G by try-
ing to identify predicted frame Xˆi and the real one Xi.
There is an EncoderFPNet (ENFPNet in Figure 2a) which maps
the input video sequence to spatiotemporal features and a
followed output layer to produce the RGB values of the
predicted frame using the learned features. Note that En-
coderFPNet can choose any deep networks with various ar-
chitectures, e.g. VGG16 and Res101. We adapt them to
be compatible with video inputs by using group convolu-
tion [13] for the first convolutional layer, where the group
number is equal to the number of input past frames.
FPNet alternatively trainsD andG for predicting frames
with progressively improved quality. Denote learnable pa-
rameters of D and G as WD and WG respectively. The
objective for training D is to minimize the following binary
cross-entropy loss where G is fixed:
min
WD
`D , − log(1−D(G(P si )))− logD(Xi). (2)
Minimizing the above loss gives D a stronger discrimina-
tive ability to distinguish the predicted frames G(P si ) from
real ones Xi, enforcing G to predict future frames with
higher quality. Towards this target, G learns to predict fu-
ture frames more like real ones through
min
WG
`G = `rec + λadv`adv, (3)
where
`rec = ‖Xj − Xˆj‖2, and `adv = − logD(G(Pˆ si )).
Minimizing the combination of reconstruction loss and ad-
versarial loss supervises G to predict the frame that looks
both similar to its corresponding real frame and suffi-
ciently authentic to fool the strong competitor D. Our pro-
posed frame prediction model is substantially different from
vanilla GAN and more tailored for VSP problems. The
key difference lies in the generator G that takes past frame
sequence P si as input to predict the future frame, instead
of crafting new samples completely from random noise as
vanilla GANs. Therefore, the future frames coming from
such “temporally conditioned” FPNet should present cer-
tain temporal consistency with past frames. On the other
hand, FPNet can learn representations containing implicit
temporal cues desired for solving VSP problems.
As illustrated by Figure 3, FPNet produces real-looking
frame predictions by learning both the content and dynam-
ics in videos. By comparing with the ground truth frame,
the prediction frame resembles both the structures of ob-
jects/stuff like building/vegetation and the motion trajec-
tories of cars, demonstrating that FPNet learns robust and
generalized spatiotemporal features from video data.
In our experiments, we use a GoogLeNet [36] as D and
we try both Res101 and VGGNet for G. More details are
given in Section 4.1.
Predictive Parsing The features learned by FPNet so far
are trained for video frame generation. To adapt these spa-
tiotemporal features to VSP problems, FPNet performs the
second predictive learning task, i.e., predicting the parsing
map of one frame Xi given only its preceding frames P si
(without seeing the frame to parse). This predictive parsing
task is very challenging as we do not have any information
of the current video frame.
Also, directly training FPNet for this predictive parsing
task from scratch will not succeed. There are no enough
data with annotations for training a good model free of over-
fitting. Thus, training FPNet for frame prediction at first
gives a good starting model for accomplishing the second
task. In this perspective, frame prediction training is im-
portant for both spatiotemporal feature learning and feature
adaption.
Details on how FPNet performs the predictive parsing
task are given in Figure 2a. For predicting parsing maps, we
modify the architecture of FPNet as follows. We remove the
D component from FPNet as well as the output layer in G.
Then we add a deconvNet (i.e. DNPPNet in the figure) on top
of modified G, which produces the parsing map sharing the
same size with frames. We call this new FPNet as PPNet,
short for Predictive Parsing Net.
More details about the structure of PPNet are given in
Section 4.1. Based on the notations given in Section 3.1,
the objective function for training PPNet is defined as
`PPNet = −
∑
(p,q)∈Xrj
ωYrj (p,q)hYrj (p,q)(WPPNet, P
s
rj ), (4)
where hYrj (p,q) denotes the per-pixel logarithmic probabil-
ity predicted by PPNet for the category label Yrj (p, q). We
introduce the weight vector ω to balance scene classes with
Figure 3: Example frame predictions of FPNet on Cityscape val set. Top: ground truth video sequence. Bottom: frame
prediction of FPNet. FPNet produces visually similar frames with the ground truth, demonstrating that FPNet learns robust
spatiotemporal features to model the structures of objects (building) and stuff (vegetation), and motion information of moving
objects (cars), both of which are critical for VSP problems.
different frequency in the training set. We will further dis-
cuss its role in the experiments.
Examples of predicted parsing maps from PPNet are
shown in Figure 1 (the third row). Compared with parsing
results from a traditional CNN parsing model on the sin-
gle frame, the parsing maps of PPNet present two distinct
properties. First, the parsing maps are temporally smooth
which are reflected in the temporally consistent parsing re-
sults of regions like building where CNN models produce
noisy and inconsistent parsing results. This demonstrates
the PPNet indeed learns the temporally continuous dynam-
ics from the video data. Secondly, PPNet tends to miss ob-
jects of small sizes, e.g., transport signs and poles. One
reason is the inevitable blurry prediction [24] since the high
frequency spectrum is prone to being smoothed. This prob-
lem can be mitigated by parsing at multiple scales [2] and
we will investigate in the future.
In contrast, the conventional image parsing network re-
lies on locally discriminative features such that it can cap-
ture small objects. However, due to lacking temporal in-
formation, its produced parsing maps are noisy and lack
temporal consistency with past frames. Above observa-
tions motivate us to combine the strengths of PPNet and
the CNN-based image parsing model to improve the over-
all VSP performance. Therefore, we develop the following
prediction steering parsing architecture.
3.3. Prediction Steering Parsing
To take advantage of the temporally consistent spa-
tiotemporal features learned by PPNet, we propose a novel
architecture to integrate PPNet and the traditional image
parsing network (short for IPNet) into a unified framework,
called PSPNet, short for Prediction Steering Parsing Net.
As illustrated in Figure 2b, PSPNet has two inter-
connected branches: one is the PPNet for predictive feature
learning and the other is IPNet for frame-by-frame parsing.
Similar to FPNet, the IPNet can also be chosen freely from
any existed image parsing networks, e.g. FCN [21] and
DeepLab [2]. As a high-level description, IPNet consists of
two components, a feature encoder EncoderIPNet (ENIPNet)
which transforms the input frame to dense pixel features
and a deconvNet (DNIPNet) that produces per-pixel parsing
map. Through an AdapNet (a shallow CNN), PPNet com-
municates its features to IPNet and steers the overall parsing
process. In this way, the integrated features within IPNet
gain two complementary properties, i.e., descriptiveness for
the temporal context and discriminability for different pix-
els within a single frame. Therefore the overall PSPNet
model is capable of producing more accurate video scene
parsing results than both PPNet and IPNet. Formally, the
objective function of training PSPNet end-to-end is defined
as
LPSPNet = −
∑
(p,q)∈Xrj
ωYrj (p,q)
(
hYrj (p,q)(WPPNet, P
s
rj )
+λIPfYrj (p,q)(WIPNet, Xrj )
)
, (5)
where fYrj (p,q)(WIPNet, Xrj ) denotes the per-pixel logarith-
mic probability produced by the DNIPNet and λIP balances
the effect of PPNet and IPNet. We start training PSPNet
by taking the trained PPNet in predictive parsing as initial-
ization. We find this benefits the convergence of PSPNet
training. In Section 4.2.1, we give more empirical studies.
Now we proceed to explain the role of AdapNet. There
are two disadvantages by naively combining the interme-
diate features of PPNet and IPNet. Firstly, since the out-
put features from those two feature encoders generally have
different distributions, naively concatenating features harms
the final performance as the “large” features dominate the
“smaller” ones. Although during training, the followed
weights in deconvNet may adjust accordingly, it requires
careful tuning of parameters thus is subject to trial and
error to find the best settings. Similar observations have
been made in previous literature [19]. However, differ-
ent from [19] which uses a normalization layer to tackle
the scale problem, we use a more powerful AdapNet to
transform the features of PPNet to be with proper norm
and scale. Secondly, the intermediate features of PPNet
and IPNet are with different semantic meanings, which
means they reside in different manifold spaces. Therefore
naively combining them increases the difficulty of learning
the transformation from feature space to parsing map in the
followed DNIPNet. By adding the AdapNet to convert the
feature space in advance, it eases the training of DNIPNet.
Detailed explorations of the architecture of AdapNet fol-
lows in Section 4.2.1.
3.4. Discussion
Unsupervised Feature Learning Currently we train FP-
Net in a pseudo semi-supervised way, i.e. initializeG andD
with ImageNet pre-trained models for faster training. With-
out using the pre-trained models, our approach becomes an
unsupervised feature learning one. We also investigate the
fully unsupervised learning strategy of FPNet in the exper-
iments. The resulting FPNet is denoted as FPNet∗VGG11. As
shown in Table 1, FPNet∗VGG11 performs similarly well as
FPNetVGG16 using the pre-trained VGG16 model. In the fu-
ture, we will perform unsupervised learning on FPNet using
deeper architectures and further improve its ability.
Proactive Parsing Our predictive learning approach re-
calls another challenging but attractive task, i.e., to predict
the future parsing maps for a few seconds without seeing
them, only based on past frames. Achieving this allows
autonomous vehicles or other parsing-demanded devices to
receive parsing information ahead and get increased buffer
time for decision making. Our approach indeed has the po-
tential to accomplish this proactive parsing task. As one can
observe from Figure 1, the predicted parsing maps capture
the temporal information across frames, such as motions of
cars, and the predicted parsing map reflects such dynamics
and shows roughly correct prediction. In the future, we will
investigate how to enhance the performance of our approach
on predictive parsing to get higher-quality and longer-term
future results.
4. Experiments
4.1. Settings and Implementation Details
Datasets Since PEARL tackles the scene parsing prob-
lem with temporal context, we choose Cityscapes [4] and
Camvid [1] for evaluation. Both datasets provide an-
notated frames as well as adjacent frames, suitable for
testing the temporal modeling ability. Cityscapes is a
large-scale dataset containing finely pixel-wise annotations
on 2,975/500/1,525 train/val/test frames with 19 semantic
classes and another 20,000 coarsely annotated frames. Each
finely annotated frame is sampled from the 20th frame of
a 30-frame video clip in the dataset, giving in total 180K
frames. Since there are no video data provided for the
coarsely annotated frames, we only use finely annotated
ones for training PEARL. Every frame in Cityscapes has
a resolution of 1024×2048 pixels.
The Camvid dataset contains 701 color images with an-
notations on 11 semantic classes. These images are ex-
tracted from driving videos captured at daytime and dusk.
Each video contains 5,000 frames on average, with a reso-
lution of 720×960 pixels, giving in total 40K frames.
Baselines We conduct experiments to compare PEARL
with two baselines which use different deep network archi-
tectures.
• VGG16-baseline Our VGG16-baseline is built upon
DeepLab [3]. We make the following modifications. We
add three deconvolutional layers after fc7 to learn bet-
ter transformations to label maps. The architectures of
three added deconvolutional layers in VGG16-baseline
are O(256)-K(4)-S(2)-P (1), O(128)-K(4)-S(2)-P (1)
andO(64)-K(4)-S(2)-P (1) respectively. HereO(n) de-
notes n output feature maps, K(n) denotes the kernel
size of n×n, S(n) denotes a stride of length n and P (n)
denotes the padding size of n. The layers before fc7 (in-
cluded) constitute the encoder network (EN in Figure 2)
and the other layers form the decoder network (DN in
Figure 2).
• Res101-baseline Our Res101-baseline is modified
from [10] by adapting it to a fully convolutional net-
work following [21]. Specifically, we replace the average
pooling layer and the 1000-way classification layer with
a fully convolutional layer to produce dense label maps.
Also, we modify conv5 1, conv5 2 and conv5 3 to
be dilated convolutional layers by setting their dilation
size to be 2 to enlarge the receptive fields. As a result, the
output feature maps of conv5 3 have a stride of 16. Fol-
lowing [21], we utilize high-frequency features learned in
bottom layers by adding skip connections from conv1,
pool1, conv3 3 to corresponding up-sampling layers
to produce label maps with the same size as input frames.
The layers from conv1 to conv5 3 belong to EN while
the other layers belong to DN. Following [40], we also
use hard training sample mining to reduce over-fitting.
Note that IPNets in PEARL share the same network ar-
chitectures as baseline models. The encoder networks in
FPNet/PPNet and the decoder network in PPNet share the
same network architectures of the encoder network and the
decoder network in baseline models, respectively.
Evaluation Metrics Following previous practice, we use
the mean IoU (mIoU) for Cityscapes, and per-pixel accu-
racy (PA) and average per-class accuracy (CA) for Camvid.
In particular, mIoU is defined as the pixel intersection-over-
union (IOU) averaged across all categories; PA is defined as
the percentage of all correctly classified pixels; and CA is
the average of all category-wise accuracies.
Implementation Details Throughout the experiments,
we set the number of preceding frames of each frame as
4, i.e., s = 4 in P si (ref. Section 3.1 in the main text). When
training FPNet, we randomly select frame sequences from
those with a length of 4 and also enough movement (the
`2 distance between the raw frames is larger than a thresh-
old 230). In this way, we finally obtain 35K/8.8K sequences
from Cityscapes and Camvid respectively. The input frames
for training FPNet are all normalized such that values of
their pixels lie between -1 and 1. For training PPNet and
PSPNet, we only perform mean value subtraction on the
frames. For training PPNet, we select the 4 frames before
the annotated images to form the training sequences, where
the frames are required to have sufficient motion, consistent
with FPNet.
We perform random cropping and horizontal flipping to
augment the training frames for FPNet, PPNet and PSP-
Net. In addition, for training FPNet, the temporal order
of a sequence (including the to-predict frame and 4 pre-
ceding frames) is randomly reversed to model various dy-
namics in videos. The hyperparameters in PEARL are fixed
as λadv = 0.2 in Eq. (3) and λIP = 0.3 in Eq. (5) and
the probability threshold of hard training sample mining
in Res101-baseline as 0.9. The values are chosen through
cross-validation.
Since the class distribution is extremely unbalanced, we
increase the weight of rare classes during training, simi-
lar to [5, 12, 32]. In particular, we adopt the re-weighting
strategy in [32]. The weight for the class yi,j is set as
ωyi,j = 2
dlog 10(η/fyi,j )e where fyi,j is the frequency of
class yi,j and η is a dataset-dependent scalar, which is de-
fined according to the 85%/15% frequent/rare classes rule.
All of our experiments are carried out on NVIDIA Titan
X and Tesla M40 GPUs using Caffe library.
Computational Efficiency Since no post-processing is
required in PEARL, the running time of PEARLRes101
for obtaining the parsing map of a frame with resolution
1,024×2,048 is only 0.8 seconds on a modern GPU, among
the fastest methods in existing works.
4.2. Results
Examples of parsing maps produced by PEARL are il-
lustrated in Figure 5, where VGG16 is used in both the base-
line model and PEARL. As can be seen from Figure 5, com-
pared with the baseline model, PEARL produces smoother
parsing maps, e.g. for the class vegetation, and stronger
discriminability for small objects, e.g. for the classes pole,
pedestrian, traffic sign as highlighted in red boxes. Such
improvements are attributed to the capability of PEARL to
learn the temporally consistent features and discriminative
features for local pixel variance simultaneously.
Table 1: Comparative study of effects of FPNet and PP-
Net on final performance of PEARL over Cityscapes val
set. The front models of FPNet and PPNet are VGG16 for
fair comparison. featNet means only the output features
of “Net” are combined with IPNet. FPNet∗ means FPNet is
trained from random initialization.
Methods mIoU
VGG16-baseline 63.4
featFPNetVGG16 + IPNetVGG16 68.6
featFPNet∗VGG11 + IPNetVGG16 68.4
featPPNetVGG16 + IPNetVGG16 69.1
PEARLVGG16 69.8
4.2.1 Cityscapes
Ablation Analysis We investigate contribution of each
component of our approach.
(1) Predictive Feature Learning. To investigate the
contribution of the two predictive feature learning networks,
FPNet and PPNet, we conduct three experiments. The com-
parison results are listed in Table 1, where the front-CNN of
FPNet and PPNet both use the VGG16 architecture.
First, we would like to verify the effectiveness of the fea-
tures learned by FPNet for VSP. We concatenate the output
features (denoted as featFPNet) of EncoderFPNet with the
output features of EncoderIPNet in IPNet, as shown in Fig-
ure 2c, and fix the EncoderFPNet during training. In this way,
the FPNet only extracts spatiotemporal features for the IP-
Net. As can be seen from Table 1, by combining featFPNet,
the mIoU increases from 63.4 (of the VGG16-baseline) to
68.6, demonstrating FPNet indeed learns useful spatiotem-
poral features through frame prediction.
Similarly, we replace EncoderFPNet in the above ex-
periment with EncoderPPNet to investigate the influence
of PPNet on final performance. In the experiment, the
per-pixel cross-entropy loss layer of PPNet is removed
and the weights of EncoderPPNet are fixed. As illustrated
in Table 1, combining IPNet with featPPNet further in-
creases the mIoU by 0.5 compared to combining featFPNet,
demonstrating features learned by PPNet from predictive
parsing are useful for VSP.
Finally, we look into the effectiveness of joint training of
PPNet and IPNet. It is observed from Table 1 that the result-
ing model, i.e. PEARLVGG16 achieves the best performance,
benefiting from the joint end-to-end training strategy.
(2) Comparison with Optical Flow Methods. To verify
the superiority of PEARL on learning the temporal infor-
mation specific for VSP, we compare PEARL with other
temporal context modeling methods. First, we naively
pass each frame in P si and Xi through baseline models
(both VGG16-baseline and Res101-baseline) and merge
T 1T 2T 3T 4T GT CNN-baseline PEARL 
Figure 5: Examples of parsing results of PEARL on Cityscape val set. The first five images in each row represents a different
video sequence, which are followed by ground truth annotations, the parsing map of the baseline model and the parsing
map of our proposed PEARL, all for frame T+4. It is observable that PEARL produces more smooth label maps and shows
stronger discriminability for small objects (highlighted in red boxes) compared to the baseline model. Best viewed in color
and zoomed pdf.
Table 3: Performance comparison of PEARL with state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes test set. Note for fast inference, single scale
testing is used in PEARL without any post-processing like CRF.
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mIoU
FCN 8s [21] 97.4 78.4 89.2 34.9 44.2 47.4 60.1 65.0 91.4 69.3 93.9 77.1 51.4 92.6 35.3 48.6 46.5 51.6 66.8 65.3
DPN [20] 97.5 78.5 89.5 40.4 45.9 51.1 56.8 65.3 91.5 69.4 94.5 77.5 54.2 92.5 44.5 53.4 49.9 52.1 64.8 66.8
Dilation10 [41] 97.6 79.2 89.9 37.3 47.6 53.2 58.6 65.2 91.8 69.4 93.7 78.9 55.0 93.3 45.5 53.4 47.7 52.2 66.0 67.1
DeepLab [2] 97.9 81.3 90.3 48.8 47.4 49.6 57.9 67.3 91.9 69.4 94.2 79.8 59.8 93.7 56.5 67.5 57.5 57.7 68.8 70.4
Adelaide [18] 98.0 82.6 90.6 44.0 50.7 51.1 65.0 71.7 92.0 72.0 94.1 81.5 61.1 94.3 61.1 65.1 53.8 61.6 70.6 71.6
LRR-4X [7] 97.9 81.5 91.4 50.5 52.7 59.4 66.8 72.7 92.5 70.1 95.0 81.3 60.1 94.3 51.2 67.7 54.6 55.6 69.6 71.8
PEARL1(ours) 98.3 83.9 91.6 47.6 53.4 59.5 66.8 72.5 92.7 70.9 95.2 82.4 63.5 94.7 57.4 68.8 62.2 62.6 71.5 73.4
Table 2: Comparative study of PEARL with optical flow
based method on two deep networks: VGG16 and Res101
to verfity the superiority of PEARL on modeling temporal
information. featOF means the optical flow maps calcu-
lated by epic flow [27].
Methods mIoU
VGG16-baseline 63.4
featOF + IPNetVGG16 64.5
PEARLVGG16 69.8
Res101-baseline 72.5
featOF + IPNetRes101 72.7
PEARLRes101 74.9
their probability maps to obtain the final label map of Xi.
It is verified by experiments that such methods achieve
worse performance than baseline models due to their weak-
ness of utilizing temporal information and the noisy prob-
ability map produced for each frame. Since optical flow
1https://www.cityscapes-dataset.com/method-details/?submissionID=328
Table 4: Comparison with state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes
val set. Single scale testing is used in PEARL w/o post-
processing as CRF.
Methods mIoU
VGG16-baseline (ours) 63.4
FCN [21] 61.7
Pixel-level Encoding [38] 64.3
DPN [20] 66.8
Dilation10 [41] 67.1
DeepLab-VGG16 [2] 62.9
Deep Structure [18] 68.6
Clockwork FCN [31] 64.4
PEARLVGG16 (ours) 69.8
Res101-baseline (ours) 72.5
DeepLab-Res101 [2] 71.4
PEARLRes101 (ours) 74.9
is naturally capable of modeling the temporal information
in videos, we use it as a strong baseline to compete with
PEARL. We employ the epic flow [27] for computing all
optical flows. Then we warp the parsing map of the frame
Xi−1 and merge it with that of the frame Xi, according to
the optical flow calculated between these two frames. In
this way, the temporal context is modeled explicitly via op-
tical flow. This method performs better than the last method
but its performance is still inferior to baseline models. It is
because the CNN models produce the parsing map without
knowing the temporal information during training.
Then we conduct the third experiment by concatenating
the optical flows calculated fromXi−1 toXi with the frame
Xi, which forms 5-channel raw data (RGB plus X/Y chan-
nels of optical flow). Based on optical flow augmented data,
we re-train baseline models. During training, each kernel in
the first convolutional layer of baseline models is randomly
initialized for the weights corresponding to the X/Y chan-
nels of optical flow. This method is referred to as “featOF
+ IPNet”. The comparative results of “featOF + IPNet”
and PEARL using VGG16 and Res101 are displayed in Ta-
ble 2. From the results, one can observe “featOF + IP-
Net” achieves higher performance than baselines models as
it uses temporal context during training. Notably, PEARL
significantly beats “featOF + IPNet” on both network ar-
chitectures, proving its superior ability to model temporal
information for VSP problems.
(3) Ablation Study of AdapNet As introduced in Sec-
tion 3.3, AdapNet improves the performance of PEARL
by learning the latent transformations from EncoderPPNet to
EncoderIPNet. In our experiments, the AdapNet contains one
convolutional layer followed by ReLU. The kernel size of
the convolutional layer is 1 and the number of kernels is
equal to that of output channels of EncoderPPNet. Compared
to the PEARL w/o AdapNet, adding AdapNet brings 1.1/0.3
mIoU improvements for PEARLVGG16 and PEARLRes101,
respectively. We also conduct experiments by increasing
convolutional layers of AdapNet, but only observe marginal
improvements. Since deeper AdapNet brings more compu-
tation cost, we use AdapNet with one convolutional layer.
Comparison with State-of-the-arts The comparison of
PEARL with other state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes val set
is listed in Table 4, from which one can observe PEARL
achieves the best performance among all compared methods
on both network architectures. Note loss re-weighting is not
used on this dataset.
Specifically, PEARLVGG16 and PEARLRes101 signifi-
cantly improve the corresponding baseline models by
6.4/2.4 mIoU, respectively. Notably, compared with [31]
which proposed a temporal skip network based on VGG16
for video scene parsing, PEARLVGG16 beats it by 5.4 in
terms of mIoU. We also note that different from other meth-
ods which extensively modify VGG16 networks to enhance
its discriminative power for image parsing, e.g. [2, 18], our
PEARLVGG16 is built on vanilla VGG16 architecture. Thus
it is reasonable to expect further improvement on the VSP
performance by using more powerful base network archi-
tectures. Furthermore, we submit PEARLRes101 to the on-
line evaluation server of Cityscapes to compare with other
state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes test set. As shown in Ta-
ble 3, our method achieves the best performance among all
top methods which have been published till the time of sub-
mission. Note in inference, PEARL only uses single-scale
testing without CRF post-processing for the sake of fast in-
ference.
4.2.2 Camvid
We further investigate the effectiveness of PEARL on
Camvid. Its result and the best results ever reported on this
dataset are listed in Table 5. Following [12, 32], loss re-
weighting is used on this dataset. One can observe that
PEARL performs much better than all competing meth-
ods — significantly improving the PA/CA of the baseline
model (Res101-basline) by 1.6%/2.5% respectively, once
again demonstrating its strong capability of improving VSP
performance. Notably, compared to the optical flow based
methods [16] and [20] which utilize CRF to model tempo-
ral information, PEARL shows great advantages in perfor-
mance, verifying its superiority in modeling the spatiotem-
poral context for VSP problems.
Table 5: Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on
CamVid.
Methods PA(%) CA(%)
Res101-baseline (ours) 92.6 80.0
Ladicky et al. [15] 83.8 62.5
SuperParsing [37] 83.9 62.5
DAG-RNN [32] 91.6 78.1
MPF-RNN [12] 92.8 82.3
Liu et al. [20] 82.5 62.5
RTDF [16] 89.9 80.5
PEARL (ours) 94.2 82.5
5. Conclusion
We proposed a predictive feature learning method for
effective video scene parsing. It contains two novel com-
ponents: predictive feature learning and prediction steering
parsing. The first component learns spatiotemporal features
by predicting future frames and their parsing maps without
requiring extra annotations. The prediction steering parsing
architecture then guides the single frame parsing network to
produce temporally smooth and structure preserving results
by using the predictive feature learning outputs. Extensive
experiments on Cityscapes and Camvid fully demonstrated
the effectiveness of our approach.
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Appendices
A. Qualitative Evaluation of PEARL
A.1. More Results of Frame Prediction from FPNet
in PEARL
Please refer to Figure 6;
A.2. More Results of Video Scene Parsing
Please refer to Figure 9.
Seq. 1 
Seq. 2 
Seq. 3 
Seq. 4 
Seq. 5 
Seq. 6 
Seq. 7 
Seq. 8 
Figure 6: Eight sequences of videos in Cityscapes val set with frame prediction results. For each sequence, the upper
row contains eight ground truth frames and the bottom row contains frame predictions produced by FPNet in PEARL. It is
observed that FPNet is able to model the structures of objects and stuff as well as the motion information of moving objects
in videos. Best viewed in color and zoomed pdf.
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Figure 9: Examples of parsing results of PEARL on Cityscape val set. All parsing maps have the same resolution as input
frames. Top row: a five-frame sequence (the four preceding frames are highlighted by red and the target frame to parse
has a green boundary). Second row: frame parsing maps produced by the VGG16-baseline model. Since it cannot model
temporal context, the baseline model produces parsing results with undesired inconsistency across frames as in yellow boxes.
Third row: predictive parsing maps output by PEARL. The inconsistent parsing regions in the second row are classified
consistently across frames. Fourth row: parsing maps produced by PEARL with better accuracy and temporal consistency
due to the combination of advantages of traditional image parsing model (the second row) and predictive parsing model (the
third row). Bottom row: the ground truth label map (with green boundary) for the frame T+4. Best viewed in color and
zoomed pdf.
